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WHY BASEBALL IS BEST 

By Raymond White 

 

 First off, I apologize in advance to football lovers, basketball lovers, soccer lovers, hockey lovers, 

etc. I know you’re going to dislike my saying that baseball is the best sport, and all I can say to you who 

have a different opinion is: write your own article. This article is about baseball, the only sport I have any 

interest in. You have your favorite, I have mine. No offense intended, but I will be explaining why 

baseball really is the best sport. I will also point out — for the sake of peace — that it is, after all, just a 

game, and therefore nothing to get riled up about. So let’s, up front, agree to disagree and be civil. Okay? 

 All right then. I like baseball. Which is strange because I’m not a sports person. Never have been, 

never will be. So then, why do I like baseball? What is it about that particular game that draws the 

attention of this otherwise anti-sports person? 

 I’ve thought about this a lot — more than it makes sense to. I suppose it’s the engineer in me (I’m 

a retired programmer/analyst) that just can’t leave the details alone.  And so, although I’m sure I’ll draw 

fire, here is my engineer’s perspective, my five reasons why baseball is superior to all other sports, and 

the only sport that this avowed anti-sports freak can be enticed to watch without my eyes glazing over. 

 

[1] SCORING 

 

 There are two ways to score a game: event scoring and point scoring. Baseball scores in runs, 

soccer and hockey in goals, and golf in strokes. That’s event scoring. Most other sports score in points. 

 Point scoring is, by its nature, flawed for the reason that it is an admission that they don’t know 

what the value of its events ought to be, so they take an arbitrary guess. Why should a touchdown be 6 

points? Why not 5? Why not 7? Heck, why not 10?  

In basketball, the game got so boring from so much dunking and not enough shooting, that to 

induce players to actually shoot the ball now and then, they added a rule: Now when you shoot from 

outside the key, you get 3 points and not just the traditional 2. The extra point is a reward for doing it the 

hard way. In other words, it’s not the number of events that matter, but the way the event is achieved.  

I think that’s silly. What if the shooter does a flip in the air before dunking the ball? Should that be 

worth 4 points? What if he did it standing on his hands and shot with his feet? Should he get 5 points? 

 Here’s the problem: Since the number of points awarded for an event is arbitrary and can change 

simply by introducing a new rule, that makes the entire game suspect. When basketball started awarding 3 

points for an out-of-key shot, what if they rolled that rule-change back through basketball’s entire history? 

How many outcomes would be changed with the losing team actually winning? Or maybe an asterisk and 

a footnote should be added: “This other team would have won had the game been played today.” 

 Do you see my point? Point scoring makes the whole concept of “winning” suspect. Who wins? It 

depends on the scoring rules at the time. Change the rules and maybe the other team wins, so what’s the 

object of the game? Point scoring lacks integrity because it awards wins that are not clearly deserved.  

 Baseball and soccer and all event scored games have none of that. A safe arrival at home plate is 

worth one run. That’s it. There is no “3 runs because he came in from first base.” It doesn’t matter how he 

got there — batted in, walked in, steal from 3
rd

, fielding error or whatever — if he made it, he made it. 

That’s one run. And if at the end of the game, your team has more runs than the opposing team, your team 

wins. Simple. No fretting over: “Should we kick a field-goal for a tie or go for a touchdown for a win?” 

 

[2] GO-AHEAD SCORE 

 

 But of course event scoring has one big drawback. Namely, if on one play, the most you can score 

is 1, then that loses what I call the go-ahead-tension. By that I mean, if you’re losing by a score of, say, 3 
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to 2, if you do manage to score, that play can only tie you up — it is not possible to go from behind to 

ahead on one play. Thus the game loses something because the down team must score twice to go ahead. 

 That puts the down team at a horrible disadvantage. Yes, of course, the down team deserves to be 

disadvantaged, but with only one score possible, the down team is not just disadvantaged, but horribly 

disadvantaged, To win, the down team has to score twice and the opposing team not at all, Yes, that can 

happen, but it is so rare that to the fans, the game feels like it’s over long before it is actually over. 

 Point scored games, of course, solve that problem easily. In basketball, a 2 point deficit can be 

overcome by a single out-of-key shot. But of course that favorite go-ahead tension exists because of point 

scoring which is too much like, well, cheating — awarding something that’s not earned. 

So there’s the trade off. Point scoring has go-ahead tension, but lacks integrity. Event scoring has 

integrity but lacks the go-ahead tension. 

 Except baseball. 

 Baseball is the one sport that has it both ways. It has the integrity of event scoring, but on a single 

play you can score as many as four runs (grand slam).  

How does that happen? Because base running builds strategic potential. You really can be down 3 

to 2 in the 9
th

 with 2 outs and 2 strikes on the batter, and on the next swing of the bat, win the game 4 to 3 

because the homerun brought in the runner from second. Gads, it’s giving me goose bumps just writing 

this. And, unlike soccer and hockey, that go-ahead play is not rare! That’s the point. In soccer and 

hockey, yes, the down team can tie then go ahead for a win, but that is so unlikely that the fans give up 

reasonable hope. But in baseball, the fact that your team can go from behind to ahead on a single play 

without relying on point scoring — and it’s reasonable to expect that because it’s not rare — that gives 

baseball a lovely tension that exists in no other sport, at least none that I know of.  

 

[3] TIME 

 

 Of course you knew I’d talk about “the clock.” How can I resist? Face it. The clock is a stupidly 

artificial way to end a game.  

A football game lasts one hour — well, on the official clock anyway. Why an hour? Because it’s 

neat and there’s no convenient event (such as an inning) to measure it by.  

 But maybe an hour is too long or maybe too short. What if it was a minute longer or shorter? 

Maybe the other team would have won. And there are those pesky time-outs. And there’s running-out-the 

clock which means that the closer the clock gets to “done,” the more hopeless for the down team, so that 

at some point continuing to play is pointless. But play-on we must because “the clock” demands it. 

 None of that is a concern in baseball which is event timed, not clocked timed. It really is true what 

baseball fans say, “It ain’t over ‘till it’s over” which isn’t true in football, basketball, soccer, or most other 

sports. Those games are over when the down team knows they cannot catch up. In baseball that’s never 

true until the last out or the last run. Then it’s over. However dire the down team’s chances are, it is 

always possible — and reasonably possible — that the next at-bat can be a base hit, and the next, and the 

next. That’s part of the wonder of the game.  

 But what about 9 innings? Isn’t that just as arbitrary as 1 hour? No, it’s not. Why? Because 9 is the 

largest number that can be written with a single digit. The next number is 10. That’s an extra digit, which 

means we are in an extra inning, and there’s nothing arbitrary about that. 

 But softball has 7 innings. What about that? Yeah, well that’s their problem. Softball isn’t real 

baseball anyway. 

 

[4] THE FIELD 

 

 What is Football? It’s kick, throw, or run the ball past the other team to the other end. What is 

Basketball? It’s dribble or throw the ball past the other team to the other end. What is Soccer? It’s kick the 
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ball past the other team to the other end. What is Hockey? It’s hit the puck past the other team to the other 

end. What is Tennis? It’s hit the ball past the other guy to the other end. What is Rugby: Volleyball? 

Polo? Jai Alai? Pingpong? Do you see a pattern? It’s all the same game, folks, all played on a rectangle 

trying to get a ball (or something like a ball) to the other end. (Well, for Jai Alai, we split the court in half 

like half court basket ball, but it’s still the same thing.) We just tweak the rules — (and the “ball,” and the 

thing you hit the “ball” with, and the court size) — so we can pretend to have a different game. 

 Baseball is not that. Yes, the batter’s job is still to get the ball past the other team. But this is not a 

rectangle that they play on, it’s a diamond, and for that reason alone if for no other, baseball is different, 

and therefore interesting. 

 

[5] STRATEGIC POTENTIAL 

 

 But what exactly does a diamond do, I mean besides just being different? 

 The reason the diamond adds interest is because when the batter has done his first job — hit the 

ball and got safely to first base — he’s only one fourth done. Now his next job is to get to second, then 

third, then home. Only then, at home, does all that effort mean anything. Until he touches home plate, he 

has nothing to show for his effort. It is this ratcheting up — what I call strategic potential — that gives 

baseball a unique tension which makes the game uniquely interesting. 

 In war, “good ground” matters. It creates imbalance, advantage and disadvantage, and constantly 

alters the likelihood of winning or losing. That tension creates interest. Chess players, for another 

example, know that controlling the center of the board increases the likelihood of victory.  

Tactics and strategy are two different things. One chess grandmaster said, “Tactics is knowing 

what to do when there is something to do. Strategy is knowing what to do when there is nothing to do.” 

And therein lies the true stress (and interest) of chess. It’s not just about victory, it’s about creating 

situations where victory becomes more likely. Yes, chess is a slow game, but it’s riviting. And why? 

Because, like a Dagwood sandwich, it is multilayered. That’s true also of baseball. 

 Strategic potential exists big time in baseball. It’s not just scoring that matters, but the constantly 

changing likelhood of scoring and the ever adjusting tension that causes. A runner on 2
nd

 is much more 

likely to score than a runner on 1
st
. But a runner on 1

st
 and 2

nd
 creates the hazard of a double play, maybe 

even a triple play. That ebb and flow of strategic tension contributes greatly to the interest in the game. 

 To me, the tension of strategic position is completely absent (or so fleeting that it immaterial) in 

basketball, soccer, hockey, tennis, and a host of other sports. Those games are purely tactical, and thus 

lack strategic interest. Yes, there is strategic positioning in football (the closer to your goal line the more 

likely a touchdown or a field goal) but it’s one dimensional. Baseball is two dimensional. The positioning 

is around that diamond, and you have to keep your eyes all over the place to see what’s really happening.  

Games that are purely tactical lack strategic potential and have to keep fans interested with 

constant action. Up the field, down the field, down the field, up the field, back and forth with no 

positional advantage other than close to the net or goal or hoop makes another shot possible. Miss your 

shot and it’s back down the field again until the next opportunity. Yes, there’s lots of action, but it’s the 

same action over and over. Nothing is ever really different except the score and the distance to the goal. 

I’m sorry, but I find all that relentless action, well, boring. Of course sports need action, that’s 

what the game is about. But it is the underlying tension of strategic potential that gives the action 

meaning.  

Here’s the tension I crave: World Series 2016, seventh and final game, three games each so it’s 

down to this game.  

It’s the 7
th

 inning. The Cubs are ahead 6 to 3 so maybe they’re finally going the win the World 

Series that they’ve been craving for a century. In soccer, 6-3 is game over, but not so in baseball. 

Although confidence is high, there is a nagging, uneasy tension that has Cubs fans nervous and quiet.  
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Then suddenly, crack! The Indians hit a three run homer and, just like that, the score is tied. “Oh 

no, oh no, oh no.” Every Cubs fan feels the championship slipping away, and the sinking feeling in the pit 

of their stomach is pure pain. 

Nothing happens in the 8
th

 inning but stress.  

Then in the 9
th

 inning, crack, the Cubs hit a two run homer and the score is 8 to 6. Good, that’s 

better than 7 to 6, so it’s good that the first batter had reached base for an insurance run. But can they do 

it? Or will they blow it again? The Indians are a formidable, championship team, and now, it’s their turn. 

One out. Two outs. A man reaches base, so that threatening tie run is now at the plate. Then, 

“crack!” “Oh no, oh no, oh…” Wait a second. It’s okay. It’s a grounder into a fielder’s mit. He smiles. He 

knows. He throws the ball cautiously to 2
nd

, then from 2
nd

 to 1
st
 , “You’re out!” Double play, game over, 

the Cubs win their coveted world series. 

 Now, that’s the tension I crave. None of this down the court, in the hoop; down the court, in the 

hoop; down the court, etc., ad nauseum and a sore neck. Just take me out to the ball game and I’m a happy 

camper. 

 How wonderful is baseball. 

  


